Abstract. -Deep-hole interferences in photon-induced Auger emission from solids have been discussed in a previous paper. We study the effect of interactions on these interferences. Interactions which do not conserve the number of deep-holes essentially give rise to the hole lifetime, while those (phonon emission, conduction electron scattering) which conserve the number of holes induce a decorrelation of the phases of interfering holes. We show that the associated decorrelation times are much larger than the hole lifetime, so that interference effects should contribute non-negligibly to Auger currents, except possibly in the case of extraatomic interferences between deep levels with widths in the 50 meV range. LE 
The simple result of eq. (12) shows that the relevant Sij 's (see Fig. 3 Noticing that the phonon propagators D(/ +&#x3E;(t) . and D -)(t) [4] give :
This expression parallels the one which is found in the semi-pheriomenological treatments of motional narrowing of the nuclear relaxation [8] figure 3) , where the wavy lines are now to be understood as propagators of fluctuations of the conduction electron gas (Fig. 4) . [4] of the causal density-density response function [12] .
The renormalized two-hole propagator is then again given exactly (apart for the À-sum) by eqs. (6), (7) , (9) , (10), where now and qJh(r) is the (atomic) wavefunction of a deephole localized on site R = 0.
As in the phonon case, we only consider the total strength of the Auger line, and not its detailed shape. Since (ii) The fact that the Auger process keeps some memory of the hole creation process implies that the deephole has not enough time, between the two events, to equilibrate completely. This, as shown by Watts [7] , gives rise to anomalous gain satellites, above the main Auger line, the observation of which should also be an indirect proof of the existence of the interference effect. Only plasmon satellites have a large enough energy separation to be observable. One easily shows [14] that the strength of the nth gain satellite is proportional to e-0 p2n (where the dimensionless coupling constant fl is of order rs/6 [15] , rs being the interelectron spacing expressed in Bohr units) while the strength of the nth normal loss satellite is of order e-0 pn In !. Following Langreth's estimate [15] , for Al this gives a strength for the first gain satellite of about 10-15 % of the main peak strength, so that it could possibly be observed.
